In each Emergency Site the Logistics Cluster will establish:
- Common Storage for emergency distributions (Food Parcels, Hygiene Kits, Shelter kits/Family tents, Blankets, Kitchen sets, etc.)
- Common Storage for services and site management equipment (latrines, community tents, water, fuel, etc.)

### Hasansham/Khazer
- Storage: 640 m²
- Planned: 1,280 m²

### Qayyarah-Jad'ah
- Storage: 320 m²

### Qayyarah Airstrip
- Storage: 640 m²
- Planned: 640 m²

### Qayyarah
- Storage: 640 m²

### Bardarash
- Storage: 1,200 m²

### Owainat
- Storage: 640 m²

### Erbil
- Storage: 5,400 m²
- Planned: 23 MSUs in stock

### Tikrit
- Storage: 2,400 m²

### Debaga
- Storage: 640 m²

### Debagah
- Storage: 640 m² planned

### Hasansham
- Storage: 640 m²
- Planned: 1,280 m²

### Bardarash
- Storage: 640 m²

### Qayyarah Airstrip
- Storage: 640 m²
- Planned: 640 m²

### Hussain/Alam</g>